MARRY ME

Artist: DOLLY PARTON
Choreo: Rob & Sheryl Keller, 38162 Oasis Rd., Lindstrom, MN 55045 (651) 583-3203
Music type: Bluegrass/Country

LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE COUPLES ROUTINE

PART A
HOLD INSIDE HANDS WITH PARTNER (guys on L side of girls)
Whiplash DS DS(xif) SLIDE ST DR ST RS DS DS RS
L R L R L R LR L R LR
Laso 4 BASICS STARTING WITH LEFT FOOT
GUYS ARCH R ARM, GIRLS TRAVEL AROUND GUY ALL THE WAY BACK TO FRONT
2 DS DS
L R

PART B
Stomp STOMP DS DS RS
Double L R L RL
Joey DS ST(xib)ST(ots)ST(ots)ST(xib)ST(ots)ST GRAB GIRL’S & GUY’S R HANDS
R L R L R L R AND GIRL’S & GUY’S L HANDS
*MAKE SURE RIGHT HANDS ARE OVER LEFT HANDS ACROSS
Wind Up 2 BASICS STARTING WITH L FOOT – SWING ARMS TO BACK WALL THEN TURN
THE GIRL BACK TO RIGHT ½ R TO FACE THE BACK (GUYS FACE THE BACK ALSO)
Fancy Double DS DS RS RS
L R LR LR
2 DS DS
L R

PART C
Pump DS & KICK TCH(xif) TCH(xif) TCH(ots) BRUSH AROUND BRUSH UP RS
Tch Combo L R R R R (BACK) R RL
California 2 BASICS STARTING WITH R FOOT – FACE PARTNER, GUY’S ARCH L ARM
Twirl GUY’S DROP R HAND, GIRL’S MOVE FORWARD UNDER ARCH, GUY’S WALK
FORWARD, GIRL’S PUT R HAND IN SMALL ON YOUR BACK, GUY’S GRAB
GIRL’S R HAND WITH YOUR R HAND
Triple DS DS DS RS COURTESY TURN (COUPLE TRAVELS 360 AROUND TO L TO FACE
R L R LR THE BACK)
**REPEAT PART C TO FACE THE FRONT.
2 DS DS
L R

PART D
Rooster DS DS ST(ots) ST(xib) ST(ots) ST(xif) DROP HANDS
Run L R L R L R
Charleston DS & KICK TOE HEEL TCH SL
Kick L R R R L R
DO SI DO 4 BASICS GIRL’S FORWARD, MOVE L, MOVE BACK, TURN ¼ R
GUYS BACK UP, MOVE R, MOVE FORWARD, TURN ¼ L
( SHOULD END FACING PARTNER)
Pretzel 4 BASICS GUYS ARCH R ARM, GIRLS GO UNDER & GO BACK TO BACK
GUYS ARCH L ARM, GIRLS BACK UNDER & DROP ARCH
3RD BASIC – GO FACE TO FACE; 4TH BASIC GUYS TURN ¼ L, GIRLS TURN ¼ R
BOTH SHOULD FACE THE BACK
MARRY ME CONTINUED

PART D CONTINUED
2 Fancy Triples    DS  DS(xif)  DS  RS(unx);  DS  DS(xif)  DS  RS(unx)
      L     R           L     RL            R    L           R     LR
**REPEAT PART D TO FACT THE FRONT.
DO A DOUBLE BASIC – DS  DS  RS
      L     R    LR

ENDING:  WHIPLASH, LASO, WHIPLASH, STOMP DS RS & KICK

SEQUENCE:  A – B – C – D – B – C – C – ENDING